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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to introduce a new canonical subgroup, the near 
Frattini subgroup, defined for all members of some relatively large classes 
of groups. As the name suggests, the near Frattini subgroup closely resembles 
the Frattini subgroup in many respects. However, in contrast to the situation 
for the Frattini subgroup, the various subgroups used to define the near 
Frattini subgroup need not always coincide. Consequently, we begin with 
a study of these defining subgroups in Section 3. This section also contains 
fundamental results on the relations between the near Frattini subgroup of 
a group and arbitrary subgroups of the group, homomorphisms of the group 
and decompositions of the group into direct products of subgroups. A 
corollary of these results is that the near Frattini subgroup of a finitely 
generated abelian group A coincides with the torsion subgroup of =1. 
In Section 4, we study relationships between conditions on the near 
Frattini subgroup of a group and nilpotence of the group. In particular, the 
near Frattini subgroup of a finitely generated nilpotent group G contains both 
the derived subgroup of G, and therefore the Frattini subgroup of G, and 
the torsion subgroup of G. In the latter case, the near Frattini subgroup need 
not coincide with the torsion subgroup, and we study the manner in which 
the factor group of the near Frattini subgroup by the torsion subgroup is 
embedded in the factor group of the whole group by the torsion subgroup. 
\Vith regard to nilpotencc of the near Frattini subgroup itself, it is shown that 
the near Frattini subgroup of everv polvcvclic group contains a nilpotent . 
normal subgroup of finite index. 
Section 5 exhibits some of the groups that can be near Frattini subgroups. 
In particular, WC: show that every soluble group with the minimal condition 
for subgroups that has a near Frattini subgroup in fact coincides with its near 
Frattini subgroup. On the other hand, this class of soluble groups provides 
examples of groups that have no near Frattini subgroups. The study of a 
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particular supersoluble group leads to the fact that e\-try tinitelq~ generated 
abclian group occurs both as a near Frattini subgroup and as a Frattini 
subgroup of suitably chosen finitely generated nilpotent groups. In contrast, 
there arc supersoluble groups that do not occ!u as near Frattini subgroups of 
the elements of a wide class of groups. 
The main result of this paper occupies most 01 cSection 6. \\.e introduce the 
notions of near supplementation and of near complementation of a normal 
subgroup, as w-e11 as the notion of cnmplet c Z-rcducibilit\- of a free abclian 
normal subgroup of finite Z-rank of a group. Text, we obtain a criterion foi- 
near supplementation of a normal su!yroup in terms of t?ic near Frattini 
subgroup. Finally, we prove a theorem on I~ i’ar coinplcmentation and complete 
Z-reducibility of abelian normal subgroulx. 
In Section 7, some possibilities for n(.:‘r l;mttini subgroups of split 
extensions are given, and in S~ection 8. t!~c rLlationships hctn-ecn three classes 
of groups that play important roles in properties of the near Frattini subgroup 
and of the Frattini subgroup are bricfv considered. 
2. soT‘YrIoT 
-\- 1, 1. means that S is a subset of J.. xi bile .Y C 1. means that S is a proper 
subset of 1’. Similarly, /I G nx-ans that If is a subgroup of G, while II <. G 
means that II is a proper subgroup of G. 1. -I- denotes the set theorkc 
complement of XL 1- in 1.. H, denotes th:: core of I1 G in 6; i.e., t!is 
intersection of all conjugates of II 1~~ :i~mcnts of G. ~ G : H I dcnotcs the 
index of H S- G in G. Altt G and Inn C‘ 7 denote rcspcctively the group of 
automorphisms and the group ( >f ii;ner ;iutonlorpl~islllS of the group C. 11\‘c 
say that G has Max @Iin) if the group G satisfies the maximal (minimal) 
condition for subgroups. G, : G, and d.p.,,, G, denote the respective direct 
products of the groups G, and G, and of the groups Gi for i E 1. . I 1 I3 
denotes the wreath product of the groups ! :iiIJ fl. v(G) ciC?llCJtCS the I;rnttini 
subgrouI> of G. 
C(n) (‘yzlic group of order f;. 
C(m) Infinite cyAic group. 
Z(p”“) Group of t!-pe p”. 
P Set of all prime numbers. 
N Set of all natural numbers. 
z Set of all integers. 
Q Set of all rational numbers. 
(S : 22) denotes the Z-rank of a free P-mociulc A\e. 
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For soluble groups G with Rlin, the letter .il shall reserved for the smallest 
subgroup of finite index in G. 
An elementarv abelian group is a direct product of elementary abelian 
p-groups, for various primes p. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
An clement x of a group G is a mar ,4 “enerator of G if there is a subset S of G 
such that 1 G : (S>l is infinite, but G : ;.Y) .S,‘l is finite. Thus, an element s 
of G is a non-near generator of G preciselv when S C G and 1 G : (x, S’); finite 
always imply that 1 G : (S, I is finite. If ., and y are non-near generators of G, 
then so are my-.* and A’?, for every automorphism 01 of G. Consequently, the 
set I-(G) of non-near generators of a group G is a characteristic subgroup of G. 
A4 subgroup ,V of a group G is tmzrly ntasitna2 in G if 1 G : dl 1 is infinite, 
but / G : N / is finite, whenever III < X .,< G. That is, M is maximal with 
respect to being of infinite index in G. The intersection V(G) of all nearl) 
maximal subgroups of a group G is clearly a characteristic subgroup of G. 
For every group G, U(G) :... I-(G), since the elements of G that do not 
beiong to a nearly maximal subgroup of G are near generators of G. However, 
C,‘(G) and V(G) need not wincide. An example of a group G in which t:(G) 
is a proper subgroup of C;(G) will be given in Section 5. If G is such that 
I;(G) and V(G) do coincide, then n-e call this subgroup the ?lenY Fmttini 
sub~~vorrp of G, and denote it i/l(G). 
If I+’ is any finite group, then clearl!- C’(F) -- V(F) = F. A considerably 
wider class of groups for which the subgroups U and r coincide is the class 
W. A group G is an CY-grotlp if every subgroup of infinite index in G is 
contained in a nearly maximal subgroup of G. If G is an C-group, then ever! 
near generator of G must lie outside some nearly maximal subgroup, so that 
C.(G) consists precisely of the non-near generators of G. 
~'ROPOSITION 1. Every finite@ generaled group is an W-group. 
Proof. Let G be a finitely generated group and H < G be such that 
/ G : H / is infinite. By Zorn’s lemma, there is a subgroup M maximal with 
respect to containing H and being of infinite index in G. M is nearly maximal 
in G, since M < N < G implies that 1 G : A’ 1 must be finite. 
i1T:e note that every homomorphic image of an @-group is again an 
w-group. 
A set S of elements of a group G is an irreducible set of near generators of G 
if i G : <S> ( is finite, but j G : < T, 1 is infinite for every T C S. We denote by 
W(G) the set of those elements of G, each of which belongs to no irreducible 
set of near generators of G. Clearly, C,‘(G) C II’(G) for every group G. 
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Lmxrd.4. If G is jinitely Cpzerafed, tlwz wery irreducible set s of rleur 
generafclrs (<f G is finite. If 7’ : G is suci~ illat 1 G : 1’ / is&itr, tlwn rwr,y set of 
generafors of 7’ con&m an irreducihl~ scf ($ Neal generators vf G. 
I’lx*rQ-. ~ s; is finitelv generated, sav bv ,\i ,..,, _ ” .s,, . Eac11 .v, can bc written 
as a product of a finite number of ekments of Av \J ,y- I. iicnce s is grneratcd 
bv a finite subset of S, which cannot he a proper subset. 
- Ever? set of generators of 7’ contains a nnitc subset that aIs gencrates 1’. 
IA f(I) ,..., t(m) generate 7’. \Ye form a subwt 7” of {t( I j ,..., f(m)) as follows: 
consider each t(i) in turn, and retain or omit it, according to whether or not 
the subgroup generated by the all-cad! ~tairwd I(,J and the t(i) that follow 
t(i) is of inlinite index in G. ‘l’hus, if G : t(2),..., t(x) is infinite, ne retain 
t(l); otherwise, wc omit t(l). If t(ilj,..., t(ii j have bxcn rctaincd and if 
G : <~t(iJ ,..., t(P,,), f(i,, -i- 2) ,..., r(m) / 
is infinite, then m-e retain t(i,, I); othervvise, we omit t(i,, / I). ‘1’1~~ subset 
7” of {i(I),..., t(m)) obtained is an irredicible set of near generators of G. 
1’~or!f z!,(G) C W(G), since G is an @‘-group. If .Y ,I- C 4(G), then there is 
a subset S of G such that : G : S : is infinitc, but G : .,t, S is fink. If 
x1 ,..., .c;, generate ~‘5, then G : .\., si ..,., 5,. is finite. IVhcn the construction 
in the proof of the preceding Proposition is applied to {x-. x, ,...l A,,:, the subset 
S’ obtained contains .x. Thus, .v c G Ii-(G). 
A s~~hsrt S of a group G is ww!y Pli~ttinrihk if u-hcnev.cr ‘i’ - C and 
i G 1 S. ‘I’ ’ is finite, then G : ,7 is finite. Evcr!~ subset of a neari\- 
eliminahk subset is itself nearly climinable, and every neari\- eliminable 
- subset of a group G is contained in t:(G). lb(G), h IL- cn it cxistq wed not be 
nearly rliminahlc. For, a group .-I of type p” has no near generators. hcncc 
r’(.,?) c/(--1) A. li,(-4) is clearI!- not nearly eliminable. If 6(G) is finite11 
gencratcd, or if G is an W-group, then t/i(G) is nearly climinable. \\:hen a 
group G has a nearly climinahlc near Frattini subg:roup, it is &ar that a 
normal subgroup N of G is contained in $(C) if, and oni!. if, /f G rind 
1 G : :TH finite always imply that 1 G : I-I ~ is finite%. 
3.1 SURGROUPS 
If 1-f G and both 11 and G have near Frattini subgroups, it does not in 
general follow that Ji(H) ‘s #(CT). I-‘ or, the nearly maximal subgroups of the 
infinite dihedral group D, .: !a, h h’ I, huh -: n-l\ are the subgroups 
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of D, of order 2. Consequently, $(Dn) = 1, but 4(N) := II for every 
subgroup H of D, of order 2. 
XI/% LEMMA. Let I’ and Z < Y be W-groups, and let S CI II be such that 
s i: ?,lJ(Z). Then x < gJ(Y). 
Proof. 4(Y) is nearly eliminable, hence we must verify that if H I’ is 
such that j Y : XH / is finite, then 1 Y : H / is also finite. Since 
XH .:.C (2, XH) -< Y, l(Z, XII) : XH j is finite. Hence, / Z : SE1 n Z / ~~ 
/ Z : X(H A Z)] is finite. Since S :< I/J(Z), i Z : H n Z j is finite. rZ fortiori, 
! X(H A Z) : H n 2 j is finite. Now X(11 n 2) . H = XII and 
(XHnZ)nH==HnZ, 
hence ] Xl1 : H 1 must be finite. 
COROLLARY 1. If G and 1V 4 G are W-groups, then 4(,N) :l G(G). 
COROLLARY 2. If G is an C?-group and F is a finite normal subgroup qf G, 
then F < #(G). 
3.2 HOMOMORPHISMS 
If G is a group with near Frattini subgroup 4(G), if y is a homomorphism of 
G and if Gv has near Frattini subgroup #(G’/), then #(G)V :< $(GY). For, every 
nearly maximal subgroup of GY is the image under y of a nearly maximal 
subgroup of G. If G is infinite cyclic and y # 0, I, then $(G) =r 1, but 
#(GY) := GY > 1. C onsequently, the inclusion g(G)’ < $(Gy) can be proper. 
Two useful properties of the near Frattini subgroup are 
(i) N 4 G, V < +(G) and existence of #(G/Nj imply that 
&GIN) = $(G)/N 
and 
(ii) -V Q G, existence of 4(G) and #(G/M) = 1 imply that 4(G) << N. 
3.3 DIRECT PRODUCTS 
PROPOSITION 3. If G is an a’-group and G := d.p.,,[Gi , then 
$(G) = d.p.,,z #(GA. 
Proof. For each i ~1, G, is an c-‘-group, hence Corollary 1 of the 
XYZ Lemma implies that #(G+) < 4(G). Consequently, d.p.i,l#(Gi) <[ I/J(G). 
Conversely, if Mj is nearly maximal in Gj , then d.p.i,r Hi is nearly maximal 
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in G, where Hi =-: Gi for i fi and Hj :: il$j . If, for fixed j t I, we intersect 
all such subgroups d.p.i,, Hi obtained, as M? varies over the nearly maximal 
subgroups of Gj , then we conclude that I(,* :~ d.p.ierKi 2 4(G), 
where K, = Gi for i f j and Kj $(Gj). Consequently &,, K,* =-- 
d.p.,,, #(GJ 3 #(G). 
COROLLARY. lj 
rl = qp;‘) x ... x qp’;.“) :i c’,(lxl) >: ... x C,(m) 
is a$nitely generated abelian group, cohere C,(a) G C(c0) for 1 I:< i 2:: t, then 
@3) = qp;‘) x ... :< C(pl;s) -~ Tor A, the torsion subgroup of &4. 
4. SILPOTENCL: 
PROPOSITION 1. V(G) 3 G’ if, and only $, every nearly maximal subgroup 
of G is normal in G. 
Proof. If M is nearly maximal and normal in G, then G/M is an infinite 
group, every nontrivial subgroup of which is of finite index. Such a group is 
cyclic [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2. If G is a nilpotent W-group, then I/(G) 2 G’. 
This Proposition follows easiiy (by induction on the class of G) from the 
bUMA. If G is a nilpotent C%:‘-group of class c with lower central series 
G ~ GI > 6, 2 *.* 2 G, 2 G, +l = 1, then #(G) > G, . 
Proof. G, is generated by all simple commutators 2 -= [x1 ,..., x,] of 
weight c, where x r ,..., I, lie in G. We show that each z lies in z/(G). G, < Z(G), 
hence (z> 4 G. Let 11 .< G be such that I G : (z) H 1 is finite. If 
(z) n N ;b 1, then ]iz) : .,c’ 1 n H / := i(z) H : H / is finite. Hence, 1 G : H j 
is finite and iz) <G $(G). Thus, we may assume that (2) n H = 1. P‘jow 
1 G : ( z) Ho 1 is finite, so that for each i = I, 2,..., c, there is a natural 
number llzi such that xl”< E /z> Ho . FVe choose a transversal to (xi in (z) HG 
consisting of elements of H, and have .v? = zihi for each i = 1, 2,..., c, 
where xi t (z), hi E H. Then 
Hence, z must be of finite order, i.c. ;(z~, : (z) n 11) is finite. As before, 
1 G : ZlI is finite. 
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COROLLARY. If G is ajinitely generated nilpotent group, then 4(G) 1;: v(G), 
G/#(G) is free abelian of jnite Z-rank and #(G)/p(G) is an elementar-y abelian 
group. 
The infinite dihedral group D, is a supersoluble group G for which 
+(G) 2 G’. 
PROPOSITION 3. If G is a finitetv generated nilpotent group, then 
y!(G) k Tor G. 
This Proposition follows from the fact [.3] that Tar G is a finite fully 
invariant subgroup of G, and from Corollary 2 of the XYZ Lemma. 
Propositions 2 and 3 imply that if F is a free nilpotent group of finite rank 
and of class larger than 1, then $(F) Y Tar F. This inequality is also true of 
the nilpotent group 
E = (a, b, c : b-lab 7 a, cmlac -.: ab, c-lbc = b) 
discussed in the next section. That the torsion subgroup is trivial in these 
examples is of no particular significance. For, if G is the direct product of any 
one of these examples with a nontrivial finite nilpotent group, then G is a 
finitely generated nilpotent group such that $(G) > Tor G > 1. 
If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group for which $(G) ‘> Tor G, then 
$(G),‘Tor G must have an invariant series with infinite cyclic factors [4]. To 
describe how #(G)/Tor G lies in G/Tar G, we recall the definition of root 
groups [5]. A group S is a root group if s, z E S, tz E N and Y1 fl ~1” always 
imply that x = y. A subgroup A of a root group S is pure in X if whenever 
ST’ ~~ a is soluble in S, for a E -4, n t N, the solution lies in rl. Nal’cev [6] 
has shown that every torsion-free nilpotent group is a root group. It follows 
that #(G)/Tor G is a pure subgroup of G,/Tor G. 
PROPOSITION 4. The near Frattini subgroup #J(G) of a polycyclic group G 
contains a nilpotent normal subgroup of finite index. 
Proof. G is nilpotent-by-free abelian-by-finite [7]: let G D B D ND 1 
be such that N is nilpotent, B/N is free abelian and G/B is finite. If 
B!hT, C,(co) x ... x Ct(co), then for each i = 1, 2 ,..., t, 
MJN z C,(co) x ‘*a x C,-1(m) ‘< C,+1(co) x **- x C,(m) 
is nearly maximal in IrjN. Consequently, I/J(B) < N, so that 4(B) is nilpotent. 
By Corollary 1 of the XYZ Lemma, $(B) < $(G). If x E 4(G), then x” E B 
for some n E N. In fact, x” E G(B), for if SC B is such that j B : (xn, Sjj is 
finite, then j G : (x1’, S ‘/I is also finite. It follows that j G : <S)l is finite; 
a fortiori, / B : (S)l is finite. Thus, +(G)/4/‘(B) is a periodic polycyclic group, 
and is therefore finite. 
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5. Ghouls THAT OCCUR 45 NEAR FRATTINI S~WSR~UPS 
Every finite group occurs as its o\zn near Frattini subgroup, thus we wish 
to consider the occurrence of infinite groups as near Frattini subgroups. \Ve 
begin by noting that if A is a divisible abelian group, then $(-!l) ‘4. For, 
A has no proper subgroups of finite index, and ~(‘4) .-l. Hence, L;(.-3) A. 
Not every infinitely generated abelian group coincides with its near Frattini 
subgroup. In fact, if Q’ is the multiplicative group of positive rational 
numbers, then #(Q*) ~~ 1. I’or, Q’ is isomorphic lvith a free abelian group 
B C,( 00) ; C,( co) x C5( ~8) \\ ... of countable Z-rank, and for each 
prime p, M,, d.p., j~li C,(E)) is nearly maximal in B. Consequently, 
V(B) \ n, ,wD 1. 
PROPOSITION I. If G is u soluble group with Min, then U(G) contains the 
smallest subgroup .4 of jinite index in G. 
Proof. If x E -4, then x has only finitely many conjugates in G, say 
x, xg2 ,..., xgk. 
The normal closure (x)~ of (x) in G is 
That is, (x)~ is finite. 
Let SC G be such that 1 G : (s, S>! is finite. /:.v)~ (S> : (S>i = 
i(x>G : (rlG n S 1 is also finite. Since (x, S) :< (x)~ (S’;, ; G : (S)] must 
be finite, so that x E U(G). 
COROLLARY. If a soluble group G with Min has a neay Ruttini subgroup, 
then 4(G) ~~ G. 
PROPOSITION 2. If G is a soluble group with Min such that .1 is a group of 
type pm, then ICI(G) - .- G. 
Proof. Suppose that x t G and S C G arc such that 1 G : :-s, S;j is finite, 
but 1 G : (,S:l is infinite. Then j A<S : ‘S)l ~ z-1 : A n <S>l is infinite, 
so that A n <S, must be finite. Since j ‘S’ I : =1 n <S:, 1 A(S> : A 1 is 
finite, it follows that (5’) is finite. rl fortiovi, S is finite, so that ix, S) is 
finitely generated. As ~(s, S‘ : d I is finite, .-I must be finitely generated, 
a contradiction. Hcncc, U(G) ~~ G. 
\t’c give nest an cxamplc of a group C for which c‘(G) SC, I;(G). 
i:sulnple 1. Let p and q bc primes, not necessarily distinct, and let 
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G:=Z(p”)lC(q)b h e t e wreath product of a group of type p” by a cyclic 
group of order ‘1. G is soluble with RIin. If C(q) :: (cl, then the base group A 
of G may be espressed as 
-4 z== z(pz)l x z(p”‘)<; x ... x z(p”),y-, . 
By Proposition I, C;(G) ;<. -4. On the other hand, if 0 < i < Q, then ci 6 U(G). 
For (Z(p”), , cl> = G, but j G : Z(p”)r / is infinite. Htnce, C:(G) : .4. 
If we restrict our attention to the class E’, then GE (5’ implies that 4(G) 
is a proper subgroup of G, unless G is finite. We consider next a supersoluble 
group that will enable us to show that ev-ery- finitely generated abelian group 
occurs both as a Frattini subgroup and as a near Frattini SUhgrGUp of suitably 
chosen finitely generated nilpotent groups. 
Example 2. Let ,4 be a free abelian group of Z-rank 2 with Z-basis {a, b}, 
and let .f and g be automorphisms of -4, having the respective matrices 
and 
with respect to {a, 6). We set I-I :- (f,g> < Aut G, and define D* to be the 
split extension of A by H. Both f and g are of order 2, fg is of infinite order 
and 
H = (22, g I g2 = 1, ~~Jg) g = (h’g>-‘1 
is isomorphic with the infinite dihedral group, D, . Setting fg = c and g = d, 
D* has the finite presentation <a, b, c, d 1 d2 =:= 1, b-lab =:: a, cc’ac = ab, 
dad = ab3, c--‘bc =z b, dbd = b-l, dcd :- cl\. 
In addition to A, D” has (b, c;, as a maximal free abelian normal subgroup, 
and D*/(h, cj =: C(m) x C(2). 
[D*, D*] = (6, c’). For, D*/(b, c’\ ~4 C(X) >; C(2) i: C(2) is abelian. 
On the other hand, [a, c] - b and [c-l, d] ~~ c2. 
I>” is supersoluble, since 
I -3 !b‘ -3 ~,a, b; - 3 <a, b, c> c 1 D* 
is an invariant series of I)* with cyclic factors. D* is not nilpotent, since 
D+jA s D, is not nilpotent. 
The last isomorphism implies that gj(D*) .-I and that $(D”) I A. For 
every prime?, (al’, h, c, d : is maximal in D”. Hence, ~(11”) -‘:, nlr (a”, b, c, d> 
tb, c, d>. C’onsequentlyr, ~J(D”) <b Also, <b, c, J is nearly maximal 
in D*; consequently $(DX) ‘, (b‘~. 
\Ve consider now the normal subgroup E \n, b, c of D-, and show that 
R’ Z(B) = p(B) -~: $(I:‘) c:b;;. For, q,:b is free ahelian of Z-rank 2, 
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and we have already noted that [u, C] h. Hence, B’ ;~b), and the lower 
central series of E is E .-. ,<b . . 1. cz n Z(E) : c c n Z(E) mm 1, and no 
element of the form &V, with both I’ and t nonzero, lies in Z(E). Hence 
Z(E) = :b Thus, E is finitely generated and nilpotent of class 2, so that 
$(E) -3 9(E) .z E’. But R/iu, h z E/ il, c 5 C’(x), so that 
v(E) a, h n b, c f, 
Similarly, +(S) ._ (6;. 
Since E 4 D*, p(E) .; F(D*) and %1,(E) . _ $(D”). Consequently, 
y(D*) -= Jr(f)“) = (b!. 
PROPO~~TlOX 3. If Ld is a jinite& gemrated ah&an group, then there are 
jinitefy getrerated groups G, a& G, , each nilpotent of class 2, and such thut 
v(G,) = d(GJ -:- A. 
Pmf. If .-I (4 P;1) ... r; C-‘(/I‘<) I Cl(x) I.. x C,(m), whew 
C,(m) - C‘(;r_)for 1 : i t, we riced oral! take 
G‘, = qp;‘“) , (‘(p;.“) ,, I:‘, ,\ .;. >< I!‘, 
and 
where E, *L I:‘-IVfor1 i t. 
The esamplc~ G, is in a srnst complementary to the work of Dlab [I], who 
has shown that every abelian group .-I is the Frattini subgroup of a suitably 
chosen abeiian group B. For, if .-I is finitely generated but not finite, then the 
group R constructed by Dlah is not finitely generated. 
Not all supersoluble groups occur among the near Frattini subgroups of 
C-groups. This is a consequence of the nest Proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G be an @‘-group, and let H be a normal subgroup oj’G 
such that H 5 I/,(G) arrd such that Aut I-! is un W-group. Then 
Inn 31 ,I $(Aut H). 
Proof’. Let c : G -+ Aut I-I be defined bv ho(“’ = g-%g. Then 
Setting 3’ = Aut H, Z = @ and AT Inn H in the XYZ Lemma, we 
conclude that Inn H < $(Aut H). 
COROLLARE~. The in$nite dihedral group D, is not the near Frattini subgroup 
qf any @.‘-group. 
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Proof. Aut D, s Inn D, g D, and t,h(DJ z 1. If there were an 
W-group G with #J(G) = D, , then, setting 11 = 4(G) in Proposition 4, 
it would follow that Inn D, ;( #(Aut D,), a contradiction. 
6. XEAR SUPPLEMENTATION AND NEAR COMPLEMEKTATION 
A normal subgroup S of a group G is nearly supplemented in G (or G 
nearly reduces over N) if there is a subgroup 11 of G with 1 G : 11 , infinite and 
I G : 1lrN j finite. A normal subgroup N of a group G is nearb conzplemented 
in G (or G nearly splits over :V) if there is a subgroup H of G nearly supple- 
menting N in G and such that N n Hc 1. 
With this definition of near supplementation, the last remark in the 
discussion of near eliminabilitl- may be rephrased as the next Proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be such thut #(G) is nearly elirnizable. -4 normal 
suhg~oup 11: of G is nearly supplemented in G if, and onlv if, 2y.T -i< d(C). 
X group G having near Frattini subgroup $(G) always nearly reduces over 
a normal subgroup ,!V satisfying X -<i $(G). Th e converse, however, requires 
some hypothesis on G. For, if G is an infinite soluble group with 3Iin having 
near Frattini subgroup z/(G), th en .-1 is a normal subgroup of G which is 
contained in Q!(G) and over which G nearly- reduces. 
LEMMA. If G is an W-group, and if A is a jkitely generated abekarl normal 
s&group of G such that A n I:,(G) is finite, then .4 n I/J(G) = #(.-I). 
Proof. By Corollary 2 of the S1‘% Lemma, with 1: = #(A), it follows that 
I/,(A) <- .4 n d(G). 
\Vhen the hypotheses of the Lemma are satisfied and J n 4(G) 1, then 
A-1 is a free abelian group of finite Z-rank. That is, ii is a fret Z-module of 
finite Z-rank, and is also a ZG-module. \Ye map ask whether such a module 
can bc in some sense completely reducible. Evidently, rl need not be 
completely reducible as a ZG-mod&. .is an example, we need only take 
G :.- A I= C(m), or G D, mm= <>a, b 1 b” I, hub = a-l‘> and rl =: (,a’). 
Let G bc a group with a free abclian normal subgroup A of finite Z-rank. 
‘I’he following three notions of complete reducibility of =1 arc equivalent. 
1. We form Qe13 = Q <;!z -4, which is a vector space over Q of dimension 
(.-1 : Z). Qr1 is also a QG-modnlr, and as such, we require that Q-4 be 
completely reducible. 
2. M’e say that A is completely Z-reducible as a ZG-module if for every 
Z;/G-submodule B of J, there is a ZG-submodule C of =1 such that b’ n C : 0 
and (B @ C : Z) = (-4 : Z). 
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3. For every normal subgroup 12 of G, such that I < U -< -4, we require 
a near complement C in d that is normal in G. That is a subgroup C of .4 with 
C ..‘I G , .-I : C ~ infinite, .4 : BC ’ finite and B A C4 BnC- I. 
Remark In 2, there is no loss of generality if B is assumed to be Z-pure 
in A. 
THEOREM. if G is a group with alias untl .-I is n nontrizial abeliun normul 
subgroup of G such that A n G(G) I, thm ‘4 is nearly complemented in G. 
If, in addition, G is nilpotent, then A is complete& Z-reducible as a ZG-module. 
Pr-oof. RF- the preceding I,emma, .4 is a free abelian group of finite 
Z-rank. If .-l is of finite indes in G, then 1 is a near complement for 4 in G. 
Hence, let d be of infinite index in G, so that there are nearly maximal 
subgroups of G that contain .i and nearly maximal subgroups of G tlyat 
do not contain -4. \Ye proceed by induction on the Z-rank of -4. If (.-1 : 2) 1 
and EJr is a nearly maximal subgroup of G such that II, .jp .-1 and (I, n .-1 I I, 
then _ I : .-I n H, 1 must be finite. Consequently, A311, : /I, ) is finite, 
contradicting the near mxximality of If, in G. Ifence, every nearly maximal 
subgroup [I‘, of G that dots not contain I is a near complement for .1 in G. 
Ken; ~SSLII~C the result trtic when the h~pothcscs are satisfied in a situation 
of smaller Z-nmk than (>-I : l). 
(“) If there is a iiearly maximal subgroup I/, of G such that Z-I, .I, *-1 and 
A 17 H,(; 1, then Hl is a near complement for *1 in G. This will be the cast, 
for example. if there is a nearly masimal subgroup H, of G such that II, J‘ --i 
and A n IIiG ‘_ &Hi). For, bv the <Y1-% Lemma, A n Hi,; ‘1 y’,(G). Since 
A n H,(; .-I, A n H,(; must be 1, Failing the existence of a nearly maximal 
subgroup fi, of G such :lmt tl, : .4 and A n H,(; I, suppose that there 
is a marl!- maximal subgroup [-I, of C such that II, i z-1 and 
(-4 n HI) n t,h(Zf,) = 1. 
Then ,4 n II, is a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup of 11, which is of 
infinite index in /Ii (since ~ r2H, : .-I 1 is infinite), and (-4 n If, : Z) -; (-4 : Z) 
(since 1 .4E1, : If, I is infinite). Hence, 1~;; induction, there is a subgroup C of 
HI such that 11r : C’ i is infinite, /I, : (II n 1-I) c’ is finite and 
(A n Hi) n CM1 = 1. Consequently, G : C‘ is infinite, : H, : .4C n HI / ~- 
1 .4H, : .-1C, is finite, so that G : AC is finite, and A n CG is I. That is, 
C is a near complement for ./I in G. (“) 
There remains the case in Lvhich ever;; nearly maximal subgroup ffr of G 
that dots not contain --l is such that A n Hrr I and =1 n t&HI) ;;- 1. In 
this situation, for each subgroup Ef, , there c&t nearly maximal subgroups 
II2 of H, that do not contain .1 n II, (otherwise ;-1 n HI .:. #(HI), a fortiori 
An I-4(; ‘. +h(Hl)). For each such H, , (--I n H,) n H, > 1. Choose such 
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a subgroup HII and proceed with HI , ,4 CT HI and the nearly maximal 
subgroups II, of HI such that Hz 2 A n HI as in (“) a-. (*) lvith G, A and 
the nearly maximal subgroups HI of G such that fII > A (Figure 1). Thus, 
if there is a nearly maximal subgroup Hz of HI such that E-r, ;I? L4 n HI and 
An H,(. I, then t1, is a near complement for d in G. For, 
Is finite, hence ) G : AH, ) is finite. Otherwise, H, nearly maximal in II, and 
H2 > .1 n IfI imply that A n H,<. ‘P I. If, now, there is a nearly maximal 
subgroup H, of III such that Hz 13 14 n HI and (A n H2) n +(H.J ~2 1, then 
we note that d n II2 is a nontrivial ahelian normal subgroup of 
H, , t!mt A A H2 is of infinite index in If2 (for 1 [I2 : A n ZI, ) --- 
j(A A H,) Hz : .4 A HI [, and, since 1 HI : .4 n H, 1 is infinite \yhile 
1 151~ : (-4 n H,) Hz / is finite, it follows that (L4 n fII) H, : d n fZI must 
be infinite) and that (A n Hz : Z) < (A n HI : 2’) < (A : Z) (since 
i A n fl, : A n H, ( T: /(A n HI) H, : tf, ( IS infinite). Hence, bl; induction, 
there is a subgroup D of Hz such that 1 If2 : D 1 is infinite, / H, : (.-1 n HJ D / 
is fimte and (An Hz) n DH, = 1. Consequently, [ G : D ; is infinite, 
iH,:.-1DnH,i = ) AH, : AD ) is finite and 
iAH,:AH,I =iHl:.4H2nHlI, =-iH,:(2-2nH,)H,i 
is finite, so that 1 G : AD 1 is finite, and A n DG is I. That is, II is a near 
complement for .4 in G. 
&‘e have left the case in which every nearly maximal subgroup El2 of MI 
that does not contain A n HI is such that A n Hz, > I and -4 n #(Hz) A 1. 
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In this situation, there exist nearly maximal subgroups Zrl, of Ii, that do not 
contain .4 17 Hz, and each such ISa must have (-4 n H,) n H3 ~ A n II3 :Y 1. 
Choose such a subgroup II2 and proceed with If, , A n H2 and the nearly 
maximal subgroups H, of Hz such that /I3 2 A n Hz as in (*) 1.1 (“). 
LVe continue this process until we obtain a chain 
with lif nearly maximal in f-I,-, (z’ I ,..., R), xvith k _ (-4 : Z) 1 and 
with either A n HkG 1, so that H,. is a near complement for .-I in C, or 
(=1 n H,) n +(H,) L= 1, so that by induction there is a near complement E 
for -4 n H,, in N,. , which is in fact a near complement for =1 in G. Otherwise, 
setting (.-1 : Z) 1 em- r, \ve obtain ff,. with nearly maximal subgroups H that 
do not contain .-I n H, and arc such that .4 n 11 ’ 1. For, if the process has 
failed to yield a near complement for .4 in 15’ b\ step F -- I, then we choose 
If,._., ncak maximal in II,.-, and such that II, M1 
with fZ,._, ; 
zI n f-I,-, , and proceed 
- 4 n Ii,. 1 and the near]! maximal subgroups H, of 11,. 1 such that 
II, :; .1 n II, -1 Either there is a subgroup H,. ncarll- maximal in H,_, such 
that IZ, _: .J n II,., and A n H,( 1, or, failing this, such that 
f-f, ,I .-I r) If,._, and A$ n $(EI,.) .- I ,’ or II, nedri\i maximal in H,-, anJ 
II,. :‘ A4 n Ii,.., imply that A (7 H,G. 1 and -4 n #(fl,.) I. In the latter 
case, there are subgroups II nearly masimCll in fir such that II 1 *il n FZ, and 
.-I n If I. 
\I’e note that (;1 n Hi : Z) (PI : Z) i, so that (-4 r\ H, : E) :..: I. If 
(il n Ii,. : Z) ~=m 0, then .4 n I-I,. 7: 1, a contradiction. If (-4 n H, : 72) : I, 
then since there is a subgroup H nearly maximal in H, with A n Ii I--, 1, 
(A r-1 II,;.4 n H : Z) must be 0 for such N. ‘That is / A n IIT : A n /I ~ ~~~- 
!(.d n /I,) N : H 1 is finite, a contradiction. Hence, the process must yield 
a near complement for A in G after at most (d : Z) I repetitions. 
To establish the complete Z-reducibility of il when G is nilpotent, we note 
that if G is a fmitely generated abelian group, if .jI is a nontrivial (abelian 
normalj subgroup of G for which -4 n I/J(G) m= I and if B is a nontrivial 
(normal) subgroup of G contained in .+I, then .4 is free abelian of finite Z-rank, 
and thew is a E-basis u1 ,..., u,, for =1 and integers z1 ,..., zrir , with m :.; n, 
such that clul ,..., zrrinm is a Z-basis for H. C : ,:a,,,, ,..., a,) is a near 
complement for B in .-I (which is normal in G). If, now, G is a 
finiteI!- gcncrated nilpotent group and A is as before, we establish the complete 
Z-reducibility of 9 as a ZG-module by induction on the class of G. Assume 
the result true for groups of class smaller than c, and Ict 
G Gl :> ... -. G,,, I 
bc the lower central series of G. C’onsider the natural homomorphism 
G --, G/CC of G, under which A maps to ,3G,./Gl: E. /Z/A n G, ~7 A. B! 
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the induction hypothesis, AG,/GC is a completely Z-reducible ZG-module. 
As -4 is G-isomorphic with AGJG, , A is similarly completely Z-reducible 
as a ZG-module. 
7. SPLIT EXTENSIONS 
Suppose that a group G is a split extension of a normal subgroup 3: by a 
subgroup H, so that G = 2\Tfl and 3’ n H = I. 1Ve illustrate some of the 
possibilities for 4(G), +(A’) and &EZ). 
Perhaps the simplest situation is that c/i(G) is a split extension of y’,(:y) by 
I/J(H), which is of course the case if G is an W-group and G = .\- >. I-I. ‘l’his 
situation also occurs trivially if G is soluble with >Iin, has a near Frattini 
subgroup and splits over its smallest subgroup =J of finite inder. 
If we restrict our attention to C-groups G and assume that :“i is also an 
W-group, then the ;YYZ Lemma implies that $(:V) :’ {L(G). Hovvever, $(fJ) 
need not be contained in 4(G). For, 
/!I, = (a, h I h” = 1, h-‘&J --= a-‘) 
is a split extension of (a> b! oh it and ti,(ib,\,) = (i, while 4(/),-j :- 1. 
Similarly, the group 1)” of E\rnniplc 2, Section 5, is a split extension of 
I< 7. (‘1, 6, c;; by (d, ) and $( ‘ii. ) = ‘~!>a but u’,(D*) ~ <h, . If we do not 
insist that G split over A’, then \\e can obtain a group G with #(G/N) cyclic 
of any desired order and I/,(G) mu 1. For, the factor group Q-I, of the 
generalized dihedral group I1 (I, b h ‘Ull a-i by the normal subgroup 
-4, =: ,,a?‘, is 3 split c\;tc:n:;i:bii of :..-1;~ my C(Y) by (--Irh -“ c’(m). liencc 
111(0/A,) ~~(A,.ci. z C(r). 
Finally, WC note that there is a split extension G of A’ by II vvith 
The class 6’ of groups plays an important role in the properties of the near 
Frattini subgroup established in this paper. An analogous role is played by 
the class Q of groups with respect to properties of the Frattini subgroup. \\-e 
say that a group G is an E-group if every proper subgroup of G is contained 
in a maximal subgroup of G. It is easy to see that every finitely generated 
group is an O--group, and that every homomorphic image of an E-group is 
again an@-group. If, in the established properties of the near Frattini subgroup 
that involve the class E’, one replaces “6”’ by “E” and “4(G)” by “q(G)“, 
there results, in most cases, a true statement about the Frattini subgroup. 
If we denote by ti the class of finitely generated groups, then we have 
E C E’ and 6 C @. 
PROPOSITIOS. ti’ C 6. 
Prwf. Let GE QY and H -; G. If ~ G : I1 i is finite, and if we choose 
M : : H so that / G : M is smallest possible, then M is maximal in G. If 
1 G : H ~ is infinite, let N M be nearly maximal in G. If AV is maximal, WC 
arc through. Otherwise, wc choose M -, Y so that / G : A4 j is smallest 
possible, whence M is maximal in G. Thus, G E 05. 
Let ?z be a natural number, let p, , p, ,... be countably many distinct primes 
and let 
G -= (:( 11”) .i C’(pz”) >. .I.. 
To each maximal subgroup M of G there corresponds uniquely an index j 
such that M n C(p,“) < C(p,“). If H IS a proper subgroup of G, then for 
some index i we must have H n C(p,“) -< C(p,“). H cannot contain any 
element of order p,“, consequently the components of elements of H that lie 
in C(p,“) in fact lie in the unique maximal subgroup of C(p?). Thus, H is 
contained in that maximal subgroup M of G for which M n C(p,“) -c: C(p,“), 
and we have shown that G E (2. On the other hand, G has no nearly maximal 
subgroups. For, if K -r G is such that 1 G : K i is infinite, then 
A-n c(p,y -... C(P;“) 
for infinitely many i. If k is a natural number such that K r\ C(p,‘“) < C(pkPz), 
then 
~C(Pk”), c(Pj”) lj such that K n C(p,‘“) :- C(p,‘“)> 
contains A’ properly and is of infinite index in G. Thus, G $ (2’. 
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